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Abstract The paper presents the application of interval mathematics as a new method to, rigor-

ously, address uncertainties associated with designing substation earthing system. While several

methods exist to determine the important factors for personnel safety in and around substations

such as earth resistance, different potentials of substation earthing grid, these methods usually

require data which may be uncertain in nature. To account for such uncertainties the interval math-

ematics is developed with the integration of input parameters’ uncertainties, in interval format, into

the governing standard expressions mentioned on IEEE STD 80-2000. The effects of uncertain

inputs within the proposed model are examined for various assumed levels of overall uncertainties.

To assess the relative contribution of each uncertain input, an interval sensitivity analysis is carried

out. Successful implementation of the proposed method is described for the design and configura-

tion arrangement of a 115/13 kV substation earthing rectangular grid with ground rods system.
� 2011 Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.

All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Earlier, design and implementation of substation earthing

systems had been based on trial and error procedures,
however, recently, computer- based design and analysis of

substation earthing grid systems have evolved [1–4]. Satisfac-
tory performance of substation earthing grid systems is critical
under steady state and transient conditions [1–7]. E.g., the
impact of a poor or an improperly designed earthing system

may range from faulty operation of electrical/electronic
systems to injuries and death of personnel [2].

However, the data employed in the substation earthing grid

safety analysis is usually derived from many sources with vary-
ing degrees of accuracy. Accounting for such uncertainties is
necessary to produce realistic results which utilities can employ

to make informed decisions regarding designing substation
earthing grid system.

Uncertainties can be looked upon as a condition in which

the possibility of errors exists as a result of having less
than total information about the surrounding environment.
They are beyond the utility’s foreknowledge or control. Soil
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stratification can not be rule out of grounding system design

[2]. There are cases where the top soil has a higher resistivity
than the lower soil or the other way round [2]. So, the soil resis-
tivity, crushed rock wet resistivity are always varying and it is
not a realistic proposition to determine the important factors

for personnel safety in and around substations such as earth
resistance, touch, step and mesh potentials of substation earth-
ing grid based on an average of their values as their values dif-

fers from time to another, especially the soil resistivity, during
the year according to the differing in temperature, pressure
and humidity [1,2]. Consequently, the validity of the results

generated is questionable.
Interval mathematics provides a powerful tool for the

implementation and extension of the ‘‘unknown but bounded’’

concept [8–10]. Using interval analysis, there is no need for
many simulation runs as the total variation of the solution
considers the simultaneous variations of all inputs in a single
run. In this form of mathematics, interval numbers are used in-

stead of single point numbers.
This paper presents the application of interval mathematics

as a new method to address uncertainties associated with

designing substation earthing grid system. Uncertainties in
the parameters are integrated into the analysis, as interval
numbers, determine the important factors for personnel safety

in and around substations such as earth resistance, touch, step
and mesh potentials of substation earthing grid. A comprehen-
sive uncertainty level analysis is presented. The relative signif-
icance of each uncertain input is established through an

interval sensitivity analysis. The method offers utilities with
alternatives for selecting the standard conductor size to be
used. In this study it is assumed that the system of ground elec-

trodes has the form of a grid of horizontally buried conduc-
tors, supplemented by a number of vertical ground rods
connected to the grid. Based on IEEE STD 80-2000, this con-

cept represents the prevailing practice of most utilities both in
the USA and in other countries. The proposed method is
tested for the design and configuration arrangement of a

115/13 kV substation earthing rectangular grid with ground
rods system and encouraging results are reported.

2. The governing equations

In order to account for uncertainties associated with the sub-
station earthing grid system design, the following analysis is

followed [7]. The input parameters’ uncertainties, in interval
format, are integrated into the governing equations as follows:

Rg ¼ q
1

LT

þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
20A
p 1þ 1

1þ h
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
20=A

p
 !" #

ð1Þ

where Rg is the interval grid resistance, q is the interval soil

resistivity, LT is the total effective length of buried conductor,
A is the grid area, and h is the depth of the grid burial.

Ignoring the station resistance, the interval symmetrical

ground fault current (assuming single line to ground fault) is

If ¼
3E

3Rf þ ðR1 þ R2 þ RoÞ þ jððX1 þ X2 þ XoÞ
ð2Þ

where E is the phase-to-neutral voltage, Rf is the estimated

resistance of the fault (normally it is assumed Rf = 0), R1,
R2 are the positive and negative sequence equivalent system
resistances respectively, Ro is the zero sequence equivalent

system resistance, X1, X2 are the interval positive and negative

sequence equivalent system reactances (subtransient) respec-
tively, Xo is the interval zero sequence equivalent system
reactance.

The values R1, R2, Ro, X1, X2, and Xo are computed looking
into the system from the point of fault.

So, the interval maximum grid current is given by

Iþ G ¼ If � Sf �Df ð3Þ

where Df is the decrement factor and Sf is the division factor.
Assuming the use of cupper wire and ambient temperature

of 40 �C, the required interval conductor diameter (for fault
duration tf = 0.5) in mm is [7]

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4 � 3:569If

ffiffiffi
tf
p

1000p

r
ð4Þ

Consequently, at this stage, the designer may opt to check
if, alternately, the use of a less conductive (30%) copper-clad

steel wire and the imposition of a more conservative maximum
temperature limit of 700 �C will still permit the use of a con-
ductor with the above diameter d. So, the minimum interval

conductor diameter to be used can be calculated by;

dmin ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4 � 197:4

1000p
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where TCAP is the thermal capacity per unit volume, tc is the
current duration, ar is the thermal coefficient of resistivity at

reference temperature, qr is the resistivity of the ground con-
ductor, ko is the reciprocity of the thermal coefficient of resis-
tivity at 0 �C, Tm is the maximum allowable temperature, and

Ta is the ambient temperature.
Assuming that for the particular station the location of

grounded facilities within the fenced property is such that
the person’s weight can be expected to be at least 70 kg [7],

the interval tolerable step and touch voltages for humans of
70 kg, respectively, can be computed as follows:

Estep ¼
0:157ð1000þ 6CsqsÞffiffiffi

tf
p ð6Þ

Etouch ¼
0:157ð1000þ 1:5CsqsÞffiffiffi

tf
p ð7Þ

where qs is the interval crushed rock wet resistivity, Cs is the
reduction factor and can be approximated as [7]

Cs ¼ 1�
0:09 qs�q

qs

� �
2hs þ 0:09

ð8Þ

where hs is the thickness of crushed rock surfacing.

It is necessary to compare the interval ground potential rise
(GPR) to the interval tolerable touch voltage (Etouch). GPR is
calculated by

GPR ¼ IG � Rg ð9Þ

The interval mesh voltage (Em) at the center of the corner mesh

is computed as follows [7]

Em ¼
qIGKmKi

LC þ 1:55þ 1:22 Lrffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2
xþL2

x

p
� �� �

LR

ð10Þ
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where LC is the total length of the conductor in the horizontal

grid, Lr is the length of ground rod at each location, LR is the
total length of ground rods, Lx and Ly are the length and the
width of the substation respectively, Ki is the correction factor

for grid geometry, Km is the spacing factor for mesh voltage,
and they are given by

Km ¼
1

2p
ln

D2

16hd
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8Dd
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ð11Þ

where

Kh ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ h

ho

s

n ¼ na � nb � nc � nd

na ¼
2LC

LP

nb ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LP

4
ffiffiffiffi
A
p

s

nc ¼ nd ¼ 1 for rectangular grid

Ki ¼ 0:644þ 0:148n

ð12Þ

where D is the equally grid spacing, Kii is the Corrective
weighting factor that adjusts for the effects of inner conductors

on the corner mesh and equals 1 for grid with ground rods, Kh

is the corrective weighting factor that emphasizes the effects of
grid depth, ho is the grid reference depth, n is the geometric fac-

tor composed of factors na, nb, nc, and nd, and Lp is the periph-
eral length of the grid.

Finally, the interval Step voltage (Es) between a point above

the outer corner of the grid and a point 1 m diagonally outside
the grid is calculated as

Es ¼
qIGKsKi

0:75LC þ 0:85LR

Ks ¼
1

p
1

2h
þ 1

Dþ h
þ 1

D
ð1� 0:5n�2Þ

� � ð13Þ

where Ks is the spacing factor for step voltage.

3. Interval mathematics

Interval mathematics provides a useful tool in determining the

effects of uncertainty in parameters used in a computation. In
this form of mathematics, interval numbers are used instead of
ordinary single point numbers. An interval number is defined
as an ordered pair of real numbers representing the lower

and upper bounds of the parameter range [9,10]. An interval
number can then be formally defined as follows; [a,b], where
a 6 b. In the special case where the upper and lower bounds

of an interval number are equal, the interval is referred to as
a point or a degenerate interval and interval mathematics is re-
duced to ordinary single point arithmetic.

Given two interval numbers, [a,b] and [c,d], the rules for
interval addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
are as follows:

½a; b� þ ½c; d� ¼ ½aþ c; bþ d�
½a; b� � ½c; d� ¼ ½a� d; b� c�
½a; b� � ½c; d� ¼ ½minðac; ad; bc; bdÞ;maxðac; ad; bc; bdÞ�
½a; b�=½c; d� ¼ ½a; b� � ½1=d; 1=c�; where 0 R ½c; d�

ð14Þ

Implementing interval analysis techniques confronts some
obstacles because its algebraic structure is unlike that of com-
mon single point arithmetic. Accordingly, interval computa-

tions may produce wide bounds.
Given a set of interval input parameters, the bounds of the

resulting interval computations may depend on the calculation

procedure as well as the input parameters. Therefore, an effort
has to be made to reduce the width of the resulting interval
bounds. Normally, the approach to producing better bounds

has been to rearrange the expression to reduce the appearance
of the interval parameters [9,10].

4. Simulation results

To illustrate the governing equations presented above, a 115/

13 kV substation grounding grid system, whose input data
given in [7], is investigated. Choosing grid spacing D= 7 m,
for a rectangular 63 m · 84 m grid, the grid wire pattern is
10 · 13, and the grid conductor combined length is 13 ·
63 m + 10 · 84 m = 1659 m. The depth of the grid burial is

Figure 1 Rectangular grid with 38 ground rods.
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given as 0.5 m, and reference depth of grid is 1 m. Assume the
use of 38 ground rods, each 10 m long, as shown in

Figure 1.
The crushed-rock resistivity is assumed to be a conservative

bound estimate based on actual measurements of typical rock
samples. The equivalent system fault impedances and current

division factor Sf are determined for the worst-fault type and
location, including any conceivable system additions over the
next 25 years. Thus, no additional safety factor for system

growth is added [7]. In addition, it is assumed that the substa-
tion will not be cleared by circuit breakers with an automatic

reclosing scheme. Thus, the fault duration and shock duration

are equal [7].
The estimated values for q, qs, X1, X2 and Xo are 400 X m,

2500 X m, 10 X, 10 X and 40 X respectively [7]. The following
sections describe the compensation procedure for the test fee-

der; with the input parameters q, qs, X1, X2 and Xo all assumed
to be interval numbers. The computations are carried out
using the Intlab toolbox [11].

4.1. Base case (5% tolerance)

To demonstrate the application of the proposed algorithm, the
above equations are employed to obtain the required out-
comes. A tolerance of ±5% is assumed in all parameters.

Table 1 shows the values of the interval outcomes com-
pared with the single point estimates values. It is clear that
the estimated values of the outcomes are within the lower
and upper bounds of the corresponding interval results.

The proposed interval technique furnishes utilities with
alternatives of using any available standard conductor size,
lying within the interval conductor size outcome. Prior knowl-

edge of such information could be of significance in utility
planning.

4.2. Assessment of the uncertainty level

In order to assess the uncertainties associated with the various
input parameters q, qs, X1, X2 and Xo, the level of uncertainty

of all parameters has been taken to vary by 10% in case and
15% in another. Table 2 shows the results of the interval out-
comes for different uncertainty level. It is observed that the

interval bounds of the different interval outcomes for the high-
er tolerances contains those of lower tolerances, e.g., the
interval outcome of IG for a 5% uncertainty is contained with-

in the intervals of the 10% and 15% levels. It is also noted that
the radii of the interval outcomes increase proportional to the
increase of the uncertainty level. Results showed that all the

interval outcomes (represented here by the interval midpoint)
overestimate the single point estimate for all the different
tolerances. As the interval outcome width increases (e.g. for

Table 1 Comparison between interval outcomes and single

point estimate values.

Interval Outcome Tolerance 5% Single point estimate

IG (A) [1820.6,2003.9] 1908

GPR (v) [4529.1,5509.5] 4995.8

d (mm) [4.49,4.89] 4.67

dmin (mm) [6.26,6.81] 6.51

Estep (v) [2557.6,2837.9] 2696.1

Etouch (v) [805.93,875.98] 840.55

Emesh (v) [690.92,840.47] 762.11

Es (v) [416.48,506.63] 459.4

Rg (X) [2.49,2.75] 2.6185

Table 2 Results for different uncertainty levels.

Interval Outcome Tolerance 10% Tolerance 15%

IG (A) [1742.1,2039.5] [1668.1,2228]

GPR (v) [4105.6,5874.4] [3712.9,6709.1]

d (mm) [4.34,5.09] [4.18,5.42]

dmin (mm) [6.03,7.09] [5.82,7.54]

Estep (v) [2421.9,2983.4] [2288.8,3133.5]

Etouch (v) [772.02,912.36] [738.73,949.88]

Emesh (v) [626.33,896.14] [566.4,1023.5]

Es (v) [377.55,540.19] [341.44,616.95]

Rg (X) [2.36,2.88] [2.23,3.01]

Table 3 Results for sensitivity analysis of the input parameters.

Par. X1 or X2 Xo

Tolerance 5% Tolerance 10% Tolerance 5% Tolerance 10%

(a)

IG (A) [1892.7,1923.3] [1877.8,1938.9] [1848.8,1970.8] [1793.3,2038]

GPR (v) [4956.2,5036.1] [4917.3,5076.9] [4841.2,5160.6] [4695.9,5336.6]

d (mm) [4.66,4.69] [4.64,4.72] – –

dmin (mm) [6.49,6.54] [6.46,6.57] – –

Emesh (v) [756.08,768.25] [750.14,774.48] [738.53,787.25] [716.37,814.09]

Es (v) [455.76,463.09] [452.18,466.85] [445.19,474.55] [431.83,490.74]

q qs

(b)

GPR (v) [4746,5245.6] [4496.2,5495.4] – –

Estep (v) [2687.9,2704.3] [2679.7,2712.5] [2565,2828.9] [2435.3,2963.5]

Etouch (v) [838.51,842.59] [836.47,844.63] [807.78,873.73] [775.36,907.38]

Emesh (v) [724.01,800.22] [685.9,838.33] – –

Es (v) [436.43,482.37] [413.461,505.341] – –

Rg (X) [2.49,2.75] [2.36,2.88] – –
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10% and 15% tolerances), the number of standard conductor

sizes available, for use by utilities, increases.

4.3. Sensitivity analysis of the input parameters

By using interval analysis, there is no need for many simula-
tion runs as the total variation of the solution considers the
simultaneous variations of all inputs in a single run. In order

to evaluate the relative influence of each input parameter q,
qs, X1, X2 and Xo, an interval sensitivity analysis has been car-
ried out. It is clear that some input parameters have no influ-

ence on some interval outcomes, e.g., Xo has no effect upon the
interval do and qs has no influence upon the interval GPR.
Table 3 shows the different interval outcomes when every

input parameter is assumed to vary alone with tolerances of
5%, and 10%. Close inspection of Table 3, reveals that q is
the most influencing parameter on the interval GPR and inter-
val Es followed by Xo and finally X1 or X2. The radius of the

interval GPR, when varying q alone, is 249.8 and 499.6 for
tolerance of 5% and 10% respectively, while the radius of
the interval Es is 22.97 and 45.94 for the same tolerances. As

for varying Xo alone, these values are 159.7 and 320.4 respec-
tively for interval GPR, 14.68, and 29.46 respectively for inter-
val Es. The other two parameters X1 and X2 have almost a

small effect on interval GPR and interval Es for the same
tolerances. The above results point out to the importance of
accurate determination of these parameters as the confidence
in the computed interval outcomes depends mainly on the

confidence in the input parameters and not on computational
procedures.

5. Conclusions

The designing of substation earthing grid system problem is

modeled using interval mathematics method. Use of interval
mathematics enables the integration of the effects of parame-
ters’ uncertainties into the analysis and eliminates the need

for many simulation runs. The effects of uncertain inputs
within the proposed model are examined for various overall
uncertainty levels. The relative contribution of each uncertain

input is assessed through an interval sensitivity analysis.
While catering for uncertainties, the method offers utilities
with alternatives for selecting the standard conductor size
to be used. This enhances their ability to make informed deci-

sions regarding designing substation earthing grid system.
Successful implementation of the method is described using
a 115/13 kV substation earthing rectangular grid with ground

rods system.
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